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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we consider a vehicle routing problem with pickup & delivery and synchronization constraint. One vehicle with a known and finite capacity has to visit n customers to pickup or deliver empty containers. At the same time, another vehicle has to deliver ready-mixed concrete by pouring it into the previously delivered containers. This implies dealing with capacity and temporal precedence constraints.

We propose a heuristic to tackle this problem. A two-step approach including a local search and a constructive algorithm. We provide some experiments that show positive results.

1 INTRODUCTION
This work is carried out in collaboration with a company which specializes in the sale of ready-mixed concrete. Today, each ready-mixed concrete order requires the mobilization of one or more mixer trucks, even for very small quantities of concrete. However, such trucks are cumbersome, expensive, and disproportionate in some cases, especially when delivering small quantities of concrete.

Therefore, the company proposes a new delivery method to deal more effectively with such orders. The idea is to share a single mixer truck by several customers with small quantities (≤ 500 liters), which implies organizing optimized mixer truck tours.

On the other hand, to ensure the profitability of such truck tours, waiting times at each customer’s location have to be reduced. Today, a mixer truck has to wait until the concrete is poured on site to leave a customer’s location, and this causes a huge waste of time. To tackle this problem, the company proposes to pour the concrete from the truck into special containers instead of pouring it directly on site which is more difficult and takes more time. The truck can then leave faster, and the customer can use the concrete in the containers all day long. Waiting times are then drastically reduced.

However, since the containers which are supposed to contain the concrete are special, they also must be delivered to the customer. This implies organizing another tour to deliver the containers and pick them up after they have been used.

In brief, this new method is a three-step process:

1. A vehicle delivers a number of empty containers to the customer;
2. Thereafter, a mixer truck delivers a certain quantity of ready-mixed concrete by pouring it into the containers delivered;
3. The next day, the vehicle returns to the customer to pick up the containers after they have been used.

To ensure the profitability of this method, the company needs a decision support system that can generate two efficient and synchronized vehicle tours: a pickup & delivery tour for the containers, and a mixer truck tour to deliver the concrete, knowing that each customer has to receive the containers before the concrete (temporal precedence constraint), and that the vehicle carrying the containers has a maximal capacity (capacity constraint).

This paper aims to provide an efficient heuristic to build such synchronized vehicle tours minimizing the total travel times. The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides a literature review of vehicle routing problems with pickup & delivery. Section 3 gives a formulation for the problem tackled in this work. In section 4, we present our heuristic. Section 5 is devoted to some experimental results, and section 6 concludes the paper.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW
We present a brief review of pickup & delivery problems.

2.1 Pickup & Delivery Problems
There are three main classes of pickup & delivery problem in the literature:

2.1.1 One-to-One Problems. One or more vehicles have to carry n commodities, where each commodity has an origin and a destination. One of the best known examples of this class is the Dial-a-ride problem which consists of transporting people from an origin to a destination. The problem has been studied for both single [15] and multiple [4] vehicle cases, with various types of constraints related to ride times, time windows [5, 14]...

2.1.2 One-to-Many-to-One Problems. Commodities are divided into "delivery commodities" and "pickup commodities". One or more vehicles have to carry the delivery commodities from the depot to the customers and the pickup commodities from the customers to the depot. Assuming that n_p is a set of pickup customers, and n_d a set of delivery customers, two cases have been distinguished for these problems: single demands, where n_p ∩ n_d = ∅, and combined demands, where n_p ∩ n_d ≠ ∅. For the latter case, [7] considers various possible path types such as the Hamiltonian path, where each customer is visited once such that pickup and delivery are performed simultaneously, as well as the double path, where each customer that has a combined demand (pickup and delivery) is visited twice, the first time for pickup, the second for delivery. Several heuristics have been proposed for both path types for the single and the multi-vehicle cases [3, 12]...

2.1.3 Many-to-Many Problems. One or more vehicles have to transport goods between customers knowing that each customer can be a source or a destination of any type of good. Among the problems of this class, the One-Commodity pickup and delivery...
The travelling salesman problem is the variant that we consider in this work. It was introduced in [10]. A single vehicle with a known and finite capacity has to carry a single commodity between pickup customers and delivery customers. Picked up commodities can be supplied to delivery customers. This problem is known to be NP-Hard. Moreover, checking the existence of a feasible solution is an NP-Complete problem [8]. Studies on such problems are relatively scarce. A branch and cut algorithm has been proposed in [10] for small instances, and two heuristics have been developed in [11] to tackle larger instances, in particular by defining ‘the infeasibility of a path’, and adapting the nearest neighbourhood heuristic to increase the chance of obtaining a feasible solution. Furthermore, [9] has proposed a hybrid method combining GRASP (greedy randomized adaptive search procedure) and VND (variable neighbourhood descent) metaheuristics. This method gave better results than the previously proposed ones.

For a detailed survey on pickup and delivery problems, we refer the reader to [1].

3 PROBLEM FORMULATION

Given two vehicles $V_1$ and $V_2$ such that:

- $V_1$ is in charge of delivering (or picking up) empty containers, and has a known and finite maximum capacity $Q$ ($Q$ is the maximum number of containers that can be carried by the vehicle);
- $V_2$ is a mixer truck carrying a sufficient quantity of concrete.

And considering:

- $D_1$ the depot of $V_1$;
- $D_2$ the depot of $V_2$;
- $N = \{1, \ldots, n\}$ a set of $n$ customers who require a visit of $V_1$ and/or $V_2$;
- $N = N_p \cup N_d$, where:
  - $N_d$ is the set of customers who require delivering containers + concrete (who require a visit of both $V_1$ and $V_2$);
  - $N_p$ is the set of customers who require picking up containers (who require a visit of $V_1$ only);
- $N_p \cap N_d = \emptyset$.

The problem can be defined on a complete graph $G = (V, E)$ as follows (see Fig 1):

- $V = \{D_1 \cup D_2 \cup N\}$ is a set of $n + 2$ nodes;
- $E = \{(i, j), i, j \in V, i \neq j\}$ is a set of edges representing connections between nodes;
- $C = \{c_{ij}, (i, j) \in E\}$ represents the travel time between $i$ and $j$ ($c_{ij} = c_{ji}, \forall (i, j) \in E$);
- $D = \{d_i, i \in N\}$ is a set of customers’ demands ($d_i$ is the number of containers to deliver to/pick up from customer $i$, $d_i < 0 \ \forall i \in N_d$ and $d_i > 0 \ \forall i \in N_p$);

Assuming that:

- $x_{ij}$ is a boolean variable such that:
  - $x_{ij} = 1$ if $j$ is visited immediately after $i$ by $V_1$,
  - $0$ otherwise.
- $y_{ij}$ is a boolean variable such that:
  - $y_{ij} = 1$ if $j$ is visited immediately after $i$ by $V_2$,
  - $y_{ij} = 0$ otherwise.

(Note that $y_{ij} = 0 \ \forall i \in N_p, \forall j \in N_p$).
- $q_i$ is the number of containers in $V_1$ after his visit to customer $i$ (the initial number of containers in $V_1$ when leaving the depot $D_1$ is $q_{D_1} = Q_{init}$);

- $t_{i,1}$ represents the departure time of $V_1$ from customer $i$ location ($t_{i,0}$ represents departure time of $V_1$ from the depot $D_1$);
- $t_{i,2}$ represents the departure time of $V_2$ from customer $i$ location ($t_{i,0}$ represents departure time of $V_2$ from the depot $D_2$).

The objective is to find two optimized vehicle tours $T_{V_1}$ and $T_{V_2}$ minimizing the total travel times, such that $T_{V_1}$ is a pickup & delivery tour through $n$ customers, and $T_{V_2}$ is a concrete delivery tour through the $n_d$ customers who have received containers. Thus, we consider the following objective function:

$$\min \sum_{i=0}^{n} \sum_{j=0}^{n} x_{ij}c_{i,j} + \sum_{i=0}^{n} \sum_{j=0}^{n} y_{ij}c_{i,j}$$

Subject to:

$$\sum_{j \in N} x_{ij} = 1 \ \forall i \in \{D_1\} \cup N$$

$$\sum_{j \in N} x_{ij} = 1 \ \forall j \in \{D_1\} \cup N$$

$$\sum_{j \in N_d} y_{ij} = 1 \ \forall i \in \{D_2\} \cup N_d$$

$$\sum_{j \in N_d} y_{ij} = 1 \ \forall j \in \{D_2\} \cup N_d$$

$$x_{i,D_1} = 0 \ \forall i \in \{D_1\} \cup N$$

$$x_{D_2,i} = 0 \ \forall i \in \{D_2\} \cup N$$

$$y_{i,j} = 0 \ \forall i, j \in \{D_1\} \cup N_p$$

$$y_{i,j} = 0 \ \forall i, j \in \{D_1\} \cup N_p$$

$$q_i = Q$$

$$q_i \geq 0 \ \forall i \in \{D_1\} \cup N$$

$$q_{D_1} = Q_{init}$$

$$x_{i,j}(q_i + d_j - q_j) = 0 \ \forall i, j \in \{D_1\} \cup N$$

$$q_i \geq 0 \ \forall i \in \{D_1\} \cup N$$

$$q_{D_1} = Q_{init}$$

$$x_{i,j}(t_{i,1} + c_{i,j} - t_{j,1}) = 0 \ \forall i, j \in \{D_1\} \cup N$$

$$y_{i,j}(t_{i,1} + c_{i,j} - t_{j,1}) = 0 \ \forall i, j \in \{D_1\} \cup N$$

$$t_{i,1} \geq t_{i,1} \ \forall i \in \{D_2\} \cup N_d$$

$$t_{i,0} = 0$$

Where:

- Constraints (2) and (3) ensure that each customer is visited exactly once by vehicle $V_1$, while constraints (4) and (5) ensure that each ‘delivery customer’ is visited exactly once by vehicle $V_2$;
- Constraints (6) and (7) relate to the fact that $V_1$ cannot visit the depot of $V_2$, while (8) ensures that $V_2$ cannot visit neither the depot of $V_1$ nor the ’pickup customers’;
- Constraints (9) to (12) are related to vehicle capacity. If customer $j$ is visited immediately after customer $i$ ($x_{ij} = 1$), then, the condition $q_j = q_i + d_j$ must be satisfied. Furthermore, $q_i$ must be smaller then $Q$ and greater than $0$;
- Constraint (13) and (14) concern the computing of departure times of $V_1$ and $V_2$ from each customer’s location. Thus, if customer $j$ is visited by vehicle $m$ immediately after customer $i$, then $t_{m,j} = t_{m,i} + c_{i,j}$;
- Constraint (15) concern the temporal precedence between $V_1$ and $V_2$. The vehicle $V_2$ cannot arrives at a customer’s location before $V_1$. In other words, $t_{i,2} \geq t_{i,1}$.

Note that Picked up containers can be supplied to a delivery customer if necessary.
4 PROPOSED HEURISTIC

To tackle to problem described above, we propose a two-step heuristic:

1. We generate a feasible pickup & delivery tour for the vehicle $V_1 (T_{V_1})$ using the local search approach described below;
2. Then, we build a tour for $V_2 (T_{V_2})$ taking $T_{V_1}$ as a strong constraint.

4.1 Generating the pickup & delivery tour

The pickup & delivery problem tackled here is the one-commodity pickup & delivery traveling salesman problem. We have a single vehicle ($V_1$) picking up or delivering a single type of commodity (empty containers). A picked up container can be supplied to another customer during a tour, and the vehicle has a maximum capacity that cannot be exceeded during a tour.

We propose a local search method which starts from an initial (empty containers). A picked up container can be supplied to another customer during a tour, and the vehicle has a maximum capacity that cannot be exceeded during a tour.

We propose a local search method which starts from an initial feasible solution $S$, and tries to improve it by moving to $S'$, a feasible neighbouring solution of $S$, such that $f(S') < f(S)$, where $f(S)$ is the total travel time of $V_1$. The process is repeated until no improvement can be found.

4.1.1 Neighbourhood Structure. We use the 1-shift algorithm introduced in [2] to generate the neighbourhood of a given solution $S$. This method consists in changing the position of a customer in a tour from $i$ to $j$. Customers who are in positions $i + 1, i + 2, ..., j$ of the tour are then shifted backwards (see Fig. 2).

4.1.2 Feasibility Checking. For each generated solution, we ensure that capacity constraints are respected. A feasible solution is a tour in which the number of containers loaded on the vehicle $V_1$ never exceeds its maximum capacity $Q$, and is never negative. Fig.2 presents an example of a feasible and an infeasible solution.

Given a feasible solution $S$ and a 1-shift neighbouring solution $S'$ of $S$ obtained by shifting a customer from position $i$ to $j$. It can easily be shown that $S'$ is feasible if and only if the partial tour from customer $i$ to customer $j$ is feasible. Indeed, to check the feasibility of a neighbouring solution, we only check the feasibility of the tour between position $i$ and position $j$.

4.2 Generating the mixer truck tour

Once the pickup & delivery tour for the vehicle $V_1$ is generated, we build a second tour for $V_2$ considering the first one as a strong constraint. Thus, starting from $D_2$, the idea is to choose, at each iteration of the procedure, the next customer to be visited. So, as it appears in Fig 3, among all customers who require a visit of $V_2$:

- We identify those who can be visited by $V_2$ after the departure of $V_1$. In other words, when $V_2$ is at customer $i$ location, we calculate $t_{2,i} + c_{i,j}$ for each customer $j$ who requires a visit. We choose the next customer from those for whom $t_{2,i} + c_{i,j} \geq t_{1,i}$ (temporal precedence constraint);
- Among all the customers for whom the temporal precedence constraint is respected, we choose the nearest one (in terms of travel time) from the current position of the vehicle;
- This procedure is repeated until all the customers are visited.

5 COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS

The approach described above was implemented in Java, and executed on AMD A10-7700K Radeon R7, 3.40 GHz With 8 GB RAM.

To the best of our knowledge, there is no benchmark instances for simultaneous vehicle routing problems with pickup & delivery. Therefore, we tested our algorithm on the Euclidian PDTSP instances generated by [6], which consider a single depot for each instance. The number of customers varies between 25 and 200. We adapted the instances to fit our constraints by considering the depot and the first customer of each instance as the depots of the two vehicles considered in our problem.

Table 1 shows the average results obtained by the pickup & delivery tour and the mixer truck tour. Pickup & delivery tours are more costly because they involve more customers. In the other hand, they are more flexible since they are not subject to temporal precedence constraint, contrary to mixer truck tours. Therefore, we can hope to obtain better results when focusing on the optimization of the pickup & delivery tours.
CONCLUSIONS

We presented an approach to tackle a vehicle routing problem with pickup & delivery and synchronization constraint. This approach is a two-step heuristic. We start by generating a pickup & delivery tour for a first vehicle respecting vehicle capacity constraint. Then, we construct a second tour according to the first one for another vehicle, respecting temporal precedence constraint. The objective function considered is the minimization of the total travel times.

We tested our algorithms on the Euclidian PDTSP instances proposed in [6]. We adapted the instances to fit our constraints and collected the results, which were positive.

Future works will be devoted to the implementation of the ILP model proposed in this paper and the development of other approaches exploiting other types of heuristics, and including other constraints such as time windows, multiple vehicles...
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